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What is a Whitewater Park? 
Typical WWP Structure 

Are WWPs Good Fish Habitat? 
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Are WWPs Good Fish Habitat? 
1. WWP structures disrupt upstream fish passage 
thereby preventing re-colonization of pools from 
downstream 
2. WWP pool characteristics cause fish to avoid them 
3. WWPs negatively alter upstream riffle habitat for 
stream aquatic insects thereby reducing upstream 
food supplies 
4. Recreational boater and tuber presence in the WWP 
reach cause fish to leave 
5. Fish living in WWP pools are more vulnerable to 
overharvest from anglers  
Why is Abundance  
Lower Than Expected? 
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Basic Stream Function 
Courtesy  Will Harmon, USFWS 
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Improve connectivity within the river corridor: Brown Trout 
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Do WWPs Influence Fish Passage? 
 
Whitewater Park: April 
Flow = 200 cfs 
Low Flow Notch 
L=13.5 ft 
W=28.5 ft D=1.71 ft 
Vmax = 12.0 ft/s  
  
 
Whitewater Park: Early May 
Flow = 300 cfs 
Low Flow Notch 
Vmax = 13.1 ft/s 
  
 
Whitewater Park: Late May 
Flow = 950 cfs 
Vmax = 20+ ft/s 
Low Flow Notch 
Whitewater play 
structure 
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Using Gage Data 
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Fish Movement Study 
Adult trout and suckers moved through WWP 
- movement was REDUCED by 30% 
 
Small native fish movements (dace/suckers) 
were reduced through WWP 
 
 
 
Fish tagging 
Basic Stream Function 
Courtesy  Will Harmon, USFWS 
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Study Location 
Natural Pools  
Volume= 3474 ft3 
Max. Depth= 3.31 ft 
WWP Pools 
Volume= 3697 ft3 
Max. Depth= 7.01 ft 
Whitewater park drop structure as modeled in  
FLOW-3D® and actual structure flowing at 173 cfs 
Do Fish Avoid WWP Pools? 
Pool Depths and Velocity 
Depth: WWP Pool Depth: Natural Pool 
Velocity: WWP Pool Velocity: Natural Pool 
Habitat Suitability Criteria 
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Natural Pool WWP Pool 
Variance (V) = 0.0278 Variance (V) = 1.327 
Hydraulics: WWP vs Natural Pools 
Depth ×2 
 
Velocity ×3 
 
Turbulence ×6 
 
Vorticity ×2  
 
Surging ×40 
Basic Stream Function 
Courtesy  Will Harmon, USFWS 
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Results - Riffles 
Longitudinal Profiles 
Natural reach 
Upper Pool 
Middle Pool 
Lower Pool 
WWP reach 
Upper Pool 
  Middle Pool 
 Lower Pool 
water surface 
channel 
bottom 
Nov. 2010: Brown Trout 
Biomass 
Apr. 2011: Brown Trout 
Biomass 
   Nov. 2012: Brown Trout 
Biomass 
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WWP pools:  What happens when 
riffles are removed? 
 
Downstream Decline in Brown Trout Biomass  =  Evidence of 
Cumulative Impacts of Riffle Removal? 
 
Summary 
 WWP pool hydraulics vary greatly compared to Natural 
pools 
 Turbulence 
 Depth 
 Vorticity 
 Velocity 
 Surging Effect 
 
WWPs have potential to degrade fish habitat 
  implications for pools and riffles 
 
WWPs have potential to impair or block upstream fish 
passage 
 
More research needed to investigate alternative WWP 
designs  
